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FuturesResearch
Judiciary:.An Overview
by SohailInayatullah

The Judiciary of the State of Hawaii has been experimenting since 1980with futures researchas a way to
help identify and explore the legal ramifications of
emergingissuesand socialtrends. This article offers a
brief summary of the theory,process,and products resulting from this on-goingeffort.
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Government is perceived by citizens to be reactive, rigid, inefficient, and even archaic. The third
branch of government, the Judiciary, is no exception
to this perception. Critics point to the fact that
many of the institutions that served America well
for the last two centuries are no longer relevant today. In an attempt to change these critical perceptions and respond to the changrng judicial needs of
the public, the Hawaii Judiciary has developeda futures researchprogram that intends to follow a proactive, anticipatory model of policy-making.l
In the Hawaii Judiciary, futures research derives
its organizational legitimacy and purpose from comprehensive planning. Comprehensiveplanning is an
attempt to integrate various levels and approaches
to planning. As part of comprehensiveplanning tle
Judiciary conducts, along with futures research,
strategic planning, program planning, and operational planning. Futures research attempts to identify the organization's future needs and problems,
formulate strategies based on the basic missions of
the Judiciary, and assessalternative future environments and future judicial needs.
More concretely, the Judiciary's Planning and
Statistics Office conducts the following futures activities: a) emerging issuesanalysis, b) trend analysis, c) caseloadforecasting, d) policy-impact analysis and e) institutional design. The time frame for
futures research tends to be between 5 and 25 years.
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In the first few years of futures research in the
Courts, 1980-82,researchactivities centered around
emerging issues analysis and caseload forecasting;
however, at present, trend analysis is increasing in
importance.

Needfor EmerginglssuesAnalYsis
The organizational rationale for adopting futures
research stems from the Judiciary's fifth dimension-The Judiciary as a Societal Institution. In the
words of Court Planner Gregory Sugimoto:
. . . it is incumbent upon the Judiciary to develop
suitable mechanismsfor the monitoring of the
present and future changingdemandsof society as
well as for developingappropriatemeansto accommodateits changingneedswheneverthe pressuresof
suchneedsare manifestedin the present.2'
The fact that a state judiciary is willing to consider itself a societal institution represents quite a
substantial departure from the more conventional
view of the Judiciary as being merely a forum for resolving disputes. This new societal perspective has
partialy come about becauseof the realization that
although the conservative nature of institutions is
thouglit desirable in order to provide continuity and
stability, this conservative nature has become increasingly dysfunctional. That is, an institution only
concerned with replicating its past behavior is not
likely to survive the onslaught of the future.
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The Judiciary, as in the caseof other branchesof
government. is facing an increasing number of crises. These crises, to mention only a few, include:
a ) h i g h l e v e l s o f c a s e l o a db a c k l o g a n d d e l a y ,
b) numerous conflicts with the other branches of
government, c) budgetary and fiscal problems, d) a
rapidly declining public image, e) the bureaucratization of law, and f) increasinglycomplex casesowing
to the emergenceof new technologies.
In light of thesecrisesand in anticipation of more
problemsto come,the Judiciary has decidedthat instead of being a reactive institution that simply responds to whatever happens to it, it should anticipate the future and thus itself becomea catalyst for
change.

"An institutiononly concernedwith
replicatingits past behavioris not
likelyto survivethe onslaughtof
the future,"
Moreover, the Judiciary needs to become a catalyst for change not only in terms of its organizational functions but also in terms of its adjudicatory
functions. As Chief Justice Harlan Fiske Stone said
many years ago in reference to Justice Benjamin
Cardozo:
Cardozobelieved. . . that the law mustdraw its vitality from life rather than the precedentsand that 'the
judgemust be historianand prophetall in one.'He
[Cardozo]saw in the judicial function the opportunity to practicethat creativeart by which law is
moldedto fulfill the needsof a changingsocialorder.s
However, today not only must judges be historians and prophets, but so must administrators. All
needto participate in the processof forecastingand
designing alternative futures. In the Hawaii Judiciary, this desire to be proactive has led to the development of a variety of futures researchactivitiesthe primary one, as mentioned earlier is emergingissuesanalysis.

Purposeof EmerginglssuesAnalysis
The purposeof emergingissuesanalysisis to discover issuesthat have the potential of significantly
impacting the organizational and adjudicatory aspects of the Hawaii Judiciary; the legal,socio-political, and cultural climate of Hawaii; and, where appropriate, the larger national, regional, and global
environment.
In addition, the goal of emergingissuesanalysisis
to provide information about the future to key decision-makersthat is releuant and timely.It should be
relevant in the senseof providing information that
they can eventually act upon. For instance,informing the administrative director that the Judiciary
will disappear due to nuclear war or due to the collapseof western civilization may be an emergingissue, but certainly not one that the courts can do
much about. The information should be timely in
that it provides enough lead time so that plans and
programs can be designedthat can impact the issue.
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As Bertrand de Jouvenelwrote, it is important to acquaint "oneself with emergingsituations while they
can still be molded,beforethey becomeimperatively
compelling."n
Thus, by providing relevant and timely information to policy-makers,emergingissuesanalysisaims
to increasethe effectivenessof decision-making.
Theory of Emerging lssues Analysis
At this point the obvious critical question is how
doesemergingissuesanalysiswork, what is the theory behind this futures methodology?Emerging issuesanalysisdoesnot pretend to be a science,rather,
emergingissuesanalysisadmits to being largelynormative. Nonetheless,within this normative methodological orientation, it is possibleto "scientifically"
forecast future issuessimply becauseissuestend to
develop in certain patterned ways.
SociologistHerbert Blumer, for example,noticed
that social problems display various stagesin their
historical development:social problems emerge,
they are legitimized, plans of action are drawn up
and then implemented.6
Graham Molitor, one of the first to identify
emerging issues analysis as a forecasting method
alsoarguesthat policiesor laws,like socialissuesfollow a pattern, an evolutionary process"that is preceded by long shadows-trains of activity."z
Molitor's model,like Blumer's, emphasizesan emergent phasecharacterizedby isolatedevents,individual claims-makers,innovators, small scalepublications and the like. This is followed by a take-off
point in which the pace of activity increases,hits a
peak, and then levelsoff or declines.When these activities are plotted in a time-line, an S-Curvegrowth
pattern often emerges.This pattern can be divided
into three phases:emergent,take-off, and decline.
In addition, Molitor writes that emerging issues
tend to be discoveredby utopians, visionaries,deviants, avant-gardepublications and other fringe elements. It is also possible to identify leading organizations, and political jurisdictions (on the international, national, and local level) called precursors
which initiate new ideas.s
To forecast new issuesit is important to recognize
these fringe and marginal individuals and publications. In addition, it is necessaryto determinewhich
organizationsor political jurisdictions tend to exhibit precursor activity.
Thus, researchinto the life cycle of issueshas discoveredthat they fall into certain patterned phases
thereby making them possibleto forecast.

OtherMethodsUsedto Forecast
Emerginglssues
Of course,it is important to note that not all issuesdisplay an S-Curvepattern, or can be identified
by precursor activity. Thus, scanning marginal literature or examining precursororganizationsor political jurisdictions are not particularly useful techniques in detecting these issues.However, attempting to forecast these issuesis critical as they tend to
be highly disruptive due to their sudden and abrupt
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appearance.Fortunately, there are alternative methods available. one could look for anomalies within
present paradigms hoping to derive new potential issues;or one could simblybrainstorm; al9o,one could
simply ask "what is the full range of what can happ.tr." This approach involves fo-recastingan array of
alternative futures. For the Judiciary, these futures
could range from System Collapsedue to dglegitimation and Eacklogto System Expansion, wherein the
Judiciary becomesthe most powerful branch of government.
In addition, another excellent sourcefor detecting
issuescomesfrom the dialectical approach. Here the
researcher looks for legal, socio-economic, cultural
and political contradictions and opposites.within
the system. Social change theories are particularly
usefui in forecasting issues as they help determine
where in social,economic, and legal spaceone should
look for issues.For example, social change theories
that stress the role of technolory lead one to look
closelyat new technologiesand their potential social
impaits. Conflict social change theories, on the
otlier hand, lead one to look for issuesat points of
ethnic, age, center-periphery, and
conflict-.ia..,
other salient categories.
Another stratery for determining emerging issues
examines what experts believe are the potential
problems in their respective areas. Still another approach extrapolates key societal trends far into the
iuture in order to examine if absurdities would occur
if the trend continued unabated.
Given that emerging issuesidentification is not an
easytask, using a multiplicity of approachesis probably the best stratery.roSuch a strategy not only reduces researcherbias, but it also ensures some degree of comprehensiveness.

The Actors

t
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To properly understand the emerging issuesanalysis processin the Hawaii Judici"ry, it is firstrecesiary to understand the various actors involved in futures research and the vehicle through which they
interact. The main actors in the futures program
consist of the Administrative Director of the Courts,
the Court Planner and the staff of the Office of Planning and Statistics, the director of the Alternative
Futures Option of the University of Hawaii Political
Science D-epartment, gladuate interns from the Alternative Futures Option, various attorneys' members in the community who have an interest in futures studies or in the future of the Judiciary (for
example, the director of the Neighborho-odJustice
Center), interns from the University of Hawaii Law
School, Judiciary staff from the various programs'
and professional futurists.
T[e actors primarily interact through the vehicle
of the Judiciary's Committee on Emerglng Issues
Analysis. Meetings are held to discuss the process
and product of the Judiciary's futures research efforts. They tend to focus on a presentation of an
emerging issue paper with an ensuing unstructured
discussion.
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The Process
consists of
The processof emerging issues-analys-is
(b)
of isevaluation
(a)
issues,
for
paits:
search
five
sues, (c) generation of in-depth impact reports,
(d) discusiion of issues,and (e) legal analysis of issues.
A) Search for Issues: The search for issues is
done primarily by interns from the University.of
Hawaii Alternative Futures Option and secondarily
by members of the Emergigs IssuesCommittee. The
pii-aty methodolory used for this search is literaitt. scanning. However, other forecasting techniques such as paradigmatic search-deriving-issues
from social changetheories, especiallytectrnological
and conflict theoiies-and brainstorming have been
used with great success.

"Researchinto the life cYcleof
issueshas revealedthat theYfall
into certain patternedPhases,
therebymakingthem Possibleto
forecast.tt
As mentioned earlier, emerging issuesanalysis is a
normative methodology. The type of issues generated depend on: (a) the creativity, intelligence, and
world view of the researcher, (b) the methodolory
used;and (c) the background that the researcherhas
in the field being investigated. This background is
important so the researcher has a context from
whlch to observe any possible anamolies or deduce
unforeseenevents and trends. Also important is the
ability of the researcherto self-educate.In fact, the
whole process of scanning is constant learning.
There are no experts.
In addition to the above points, Jay Mendell suggests that scanning is primarily an intuitive exer6ise.rr Intuition also plays a critical role in other
emerging issues forecasting techniques as well.
Thus, "better" issuescan be obtained by increasing
the intuitive and creative qualities of researchers
themselves.
B) Evaluation of Isses: Once a pool of issuesis
compiled the Emerglng Issues Committee chooses
four or five topics for further research. The issues
are chosen according to the following criteria:
(a) the probable severity of impact of the'issue,
(b) the l-evelof awarenessof the issue in the Judiciary and the legal system-the lower the awareness
level, the more benefit may come from further research,(c) the probability of occurrenceof the issue,
and (d) the issue'srelevancein terms of its potential
to be influenced by Judiciary action, and (e) intuition, or what the group, or specific membersthereof,
feel are the most important issues.
The first round of issuesevaluation and selection
for the Hawaii Judiciary was completed in July
1981.The secondround was completed in July 1982.
C) Generation of In-Depth Impact Reports:
This part of the process requires graduate futures in-
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terns to write researchpaperson the selectedissues.
In general,papers are expectedto forecast the impact of the issueon: socialcosmolory,political-economy, individual and collective world-view, and the
Judiciary's dimensions.Papers are also expectedto
explore the above in a variety of alternative futures.
Finally, alternative Judiciary strategies to deal with
the issueare to be outlined.
D) Discussion of the fssue: In this stagethe issue is presented by the graduate intern, researcher,
to the Emerging IssuesCommittee. The Committee
examines and critiques the paper. In addition, at
this time appropriate strategies with respect to the
issue are developed.The Judiciary could chooseto

"Socialchangetheoriesare
particularlyusefulin forecasting
issuesas they help determine
wherein social,economic,and
legalspaceone shouldlook for
issugs.tt
wait and do nothing until the issue developsfurther,
or it could chooseto educatethose that can influence
the issue or those that will be affected by the issue.
The Judiciary could also sponsor a bill asking the
Legislatureto take action. It could also initiate a pilot project to deal with the issueor developother creative approaches.However,for the present the main
strategybeing followedby the Emerging IssueCommittee with respect to papers already submitted is
consciousness-raising
within certain segmentsof
the Judiciary and the public.
E) Legal Analysis of the Paper: The legal
analysis of the emerging issue paper is intended to
complete the cycle by providing information as to
the effects of the issue on the legal system, on specific legal questions that the issue may raise, on
precedentsand guidelines that the courts may use to
decide the issue,and new areas of law that the issue
may create. The first legal issuespaper, "The Legal
Impact of Brain Drugs," examines brain drugs in
Corrections, the conflict between individual and
states' rights that brain drugs may raise, including
questions of liability. The legal dimension extends
the relevanceof emerging issuesanalysis from administrators and researchersto judges and lawyers.

The Productof EmerginglssuesAnalysis
The 1981 issuessearchidentified 28 emergingissues. They were presented to the Committee on
Emerging Issuesin July, 1981.The issueswere evaluated and four were chosen to be developedinto indepth impact reports. However, only three were developed, as the fourth, "Alternative Dispute
Resolution Systems," due the rapid emergence of
Neighborhood Justice Centers was developed as a
trend paper. A brief explanation of these issuesensues.12
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A) Futures of the Mind via Brave New
Brain Drugs: This report concentrates on the
many brain chemicals that have the potential, in
their present form and as they are further developed,
to impact society through the altering of our basic
emotions,through enhancingmemory,boosting creativity, and remedying mental illness. These drugs
include endorphins,enkephalin,MSH ACTH 4-10,
Vasopressin,Serotonin, and Norepinephrine. The
paper explores issues of governmental regulation,
useof thesedrugs in corrections,and legaland moral
questionsthat these new drugs raise.
B) The Federal Constitutional Convention:
Possibilities, Probabilities, and Alternative
Futuresz Cognizantthat, as of the summer of 1982,
31 states had applied for a Constitutional Convention, this paper attempts to speculateon what might
happen if a ConCon occurred. Some of the issues
that the author investigatesare: the purpose of the
constitution, the future of politics in a variety of alternative futures, alternative designs for new constitutions, and forcesfor and againstthe holding of a
federal constitutional convention. In addition, the
legal and political issuesinvolved in calling a convention are explored. The paper concludesby suggesting that the Judiciary should support attempts
to hold a mock convention wherein America could
reexamine the philosophical basis of its constitutional ideology.
C) Crises in Bureaucracy: The paperexamines
trends and eventswhich might transform the structure and function of governmental organizations.
The author argues that this may occur becauseof
the increasingcomplexity of bureaucracies,the high
level of interdependencein bureaucracies,the increasinggrowth of bureaucracies,the development
of telematics, the widespreaddissatisfactionswith
present bureaucracies,and the rise of a new world
view that emphasizesholism and participation.
D) Other fssues: Some other emerging issues
that were not selectedto be developedinto impact
papers (but may still be explored at a later date) include the following: l) Domestic Terrorism in Hawaii, 2) Future Characteristics of Hawaii's Emerging Leaders, 3) Rights of Children, 4) Rights of
Fathers, 5) Space Law, 6) Incest and the Courts,
7) New TechnologicalDevelopmentsin the Forensic
Sciences,8) Differentials in Health Among Ethnic
Groups in Hawaii and Impact Therefore, 9) Rights
of Animals, 10) Futures Impact Statements,11) The
Potential Impact of Parapsychologyon the Law and
the Courts, 12) PossibleEndangerment to the Free
Flow of Scientific Information, 13) The End of
Torts, 14) Disappearanceof Labor Unions, 15) The
New Psychiatry, and 16) Food VersusFuel.
From the list of 24 issuescompiled in 1982, four
were chosenfor further development.They are:
A) The Rights of Robots: This paper examines
the future of robots from a rights perspective. The
author arguesthat even though it may seemdifficult
to imagine robots having legal rights today, given
probable technological developments in artificial
intelligence, it may becomea basic reality tomorrow.
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This paper also examinesthe history of rights. Finally, it asks, will a robot one day have standing in
court?
B) Hawaiian Sovereignty: This paper examines the Hawaiian sovereigntymovement from a variety of. perspectives-namely, cultural, political,
economrc,sprntual, legal and global. It asks, what
factors could lead to Hawaii seceding from the
United States of America? Who would benefit from
such a political change? In addition it asks, what
would a sovereignHawaii look like? Would it be selfreliant? Part of Japan? An International Information Center?
C) Squatters' Rights: This issue forecaststhat
there is a strong possibility that a squatters' rights
movement could develop in Hawaii given that the
Hawaiian Economy is declining, that more than
23,000people reside in sub-standard housing, that
numerous hotel rooms sit empty, and that there is a
strong and growing squatters' movement in Europe
and in a few U.S. cities as well.
D) Future Laws of the Aged: This issueis concerned with the long-range effects of America increasinglybecoming a nation of older people. This
aging of America may lead to numerous problems,
such as the collapse of the social security system.
What future laws will be enacted to cope with the
problems to come? How will current retirement,
health, and social service laws be affected? Finally,
will Hawaii becomeanother retirement haven, like
Florida?
Of these issuesonly the first has been completed,
the rest are being researchedbut more from a short
term, one to five year perspective,than a long term
emerging issues perspective. In addition, the research for these reports is not formatted in the
lengthy report style, but more in terms of short communications to decision-makers.13
E) Other Issues: Someother issuesthat were not
chosenfor further developmentat this time include
the following: 1) Social Scientists as Expert Witnesses,2) Humanism as Repressionor the Development of Friendly Fascism, 3) Execution by Injection, 4) The Five Branch Government, 5) Mental
H e a l t h L a w I s s u e s ,6 ) L e g a l a n d M o r a l I s s u e s
Raised by Brain Tlansplants, 7) Regionalism and
Local Rights, 8) Information Terrorism, 9) The Future of Crime in Alternative Futures, 10) Mass
Tlansit Alternatives, and 11) Emerging Advertising
Technologies:Can the Law Keep Pace?

ChallengesFacingFuturesResearchin the
HawaiiJudiciary
Implementing a new program in any organization
is difficult, and implementing new programs in governmental organizations whose organizational
structure favors the status quo is even more difficult.
New programs tend often to lack legitimacy, and
must face skepticism from management and employeesalike.
Futures researchhas not escapedthese problems.
In fact, the specific nature of futures research, its
long-term perspective on issues coupled with the
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fact that it is conducted by graduate interns not professional experts has made futures research especially problematic to imPlement.
In addltion, futures researchhas enteredthe Judiciary from the theoretical, academic world of the
university, thus the emphasis has been on issues
that are intellectually stimulating, but not necessarily relevant to the needsof the Judiciary. For exampie, u discussionof secessionby Hawaiians-may be
iety useful in getting participants to think about
Hawaii in unconventionalways,but such an event is
irrelevant to the on-goings of the courts. And although such an issue may be importan-t in the far
future, the magnitude of immediate problems make
it unnecessarily burdensome for administrators to
have to be worried about such emergingissues.

"lntuitionalso playsa crucialrole
. . . better issuescan be obtained
by increasingthe intuitiveand
creativequalitiesof researchers."
But, just as there are some problems with futures
research that need to be adjusted and redesigned,
there are some aspectsof the structure of the Judiciary, or any other similar modern organrzation,
that make it difficult for futures researchto become
an acceptedpart of court operations. First, the
courts, especiallythe adjudicatory part of the Judiciary, have been traditionally reactionary, in the
sensethat decisionsare often based on precedence
rather than on future outcome. Of course,in many
ways the Hawaii Judiciary has been outcome oriented-land usedecisionsby the SupremeCourt being only one example.
Second,the immenseworkload on administrators
and their daily political world forces them to make
decisionsbased on intuition and past experience.
Making decisionsbased on future goals or possible
events that may impact the future is not an easyperspective to learn. Government is structured around
time and urgencyrestraints-the budget must come
out, there is only so much man power and time available to do certain tasks. Therefore,planning and decision making in the context of alternative futures
design is difficult to do.
Thus, the nature of futures and the nature of the
Judiciary have led to futures research not being a
completesuccess.For example,although the Hawaii
Judiciary may be a forerunner in legal futures researchin the US, many parts of the organizationjudges,attorneys, clerical employees,and the courts
of the outer islands-have yet to be influenced by
the ideas of futures research.
However, the information that futures research
provides has become a basic part of the planning
network in the courts. Forecasting, notions of alternatives, proactiveness, and others futures methodologies and terms are part and parcel of the Judiciary Planning Office's scope. In addition, the
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languageof the courts-speeches by judges,articles
in the newsletter,conventions-all have adoptedthe
futures perspective.
Challenges Ahead
The challengesof making futures researchmore
relevant to legal and administrative decision-making lie in meeting the needs of management.The
trend analysisprogram,just begun,is one method to
achieve this. Trend reports concentrate on more
egantitative issues, thus making credibility easier.
They also concentrate more on issuesthat are local
in scope, and issues that will directly impact the
courts in one to five years. Tlend reports provide the
n€cessarylink between long-range forecasting and
short-range program planning. In addition-, the
short-term forecastsprovide valuableinput into the
budget cycle.
**[*sr,,:

"The challengesof makingfutures
researchmore relevantto legal
and administrative
decision-making
lie in meetingthe needsof
management.tt
Besidesre-orienting the focus of futures research
to trend analysis,reaching the policy community is
equally important. For futures research to gain
credibility not only must the quality of work be considered,but those in the policy community-judges,
atto-rneys,the legal system, and others who define,
analyze,and critique the courts-must be aware of
futures researchand what it can and cannot do. In
this regard,the developmentof the legal dimension
of futures researchis critical. So are other projects
that professionalsfrom the legal field may find ielevant (for example,projects that look at the future of
law-yers,new forms of judicial decision-making and
so forth).

SohailInayatullahis a futuresanalystin the planning and StatisticsOfficeof the Stateof HawaiiJudiciary,P.O.Box 2560,Honolulu,Hawaii 96804
USA.
In addition, the visionary aspectsof futures researchneed to be tied into the rational planning efforts of planners and administrators. Here. scenario
writing, developingJudiciary and court designsfor
the future needto be formulated.This is not in easv
process as there are few available models for thii
type of activity. Nonetheless moving from vision
and futures design, to strategic and program planning is a critical part of the comprehensiveplanning
venture.
- However,there is reasonto hope that, by reaching
tire policy community, developing trend analysis]
developing the legal dimension of emerging issues
analysis, further refining emerging issuesanalysis,
and integrating the visionary aspects of futures researchinto rational planning, futures researchin the
Hawaii Judiciary may becomean integral part of the
Judiciary policy-making apparatus.
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